
EDGE INFORMATION SECURES SOC 2 TYPE II CERTIFICATION

MELBOURNE, FLORIDA, December 2022— For the 4th consecutive year, Edge 
Information Management Inc., a leader in background screening services officially 
announces today its completion of the Service Organization Control (SOC 2) Type II 
audit as of December 2022 for the period of December 15, 2021 to December 14, 2022 
for its background screening system at the Melbourne, Florida facility. The SOC 2 audit 
was conducted by leading compliance assessor A-LIGN, a technology-enabled security 
and compliance partner trusted by more than 2,500 global organizations to help mitigate 
cybersecurity risks.

“A SOC 2 audit is a statement about an organization’s commitment to protecting their 
information.” said Stephanie Oyler-Rankin, SOC Practice Lead at A-LIGN. “As a trusted 
third-party assessment firm, A-LIGN independently evaluates client data processes and 
procedures, governance on internal controls and security posture. Company Name’s 
SOC 2 report validates its commitment to data security and protection, as well as 
compliance with critical standards to mitigate cybersecurity threats.” 

In a highly regulated industry such as background screening, customers place 
much importance on the independent validation of security controls when working 
with an employment screening services provider. The certification demonstrates 
Edge Information’s ability to implement security practices and policies that meet the 
rigorous SOC 2 standards. Moreover, it is a testament to their commitment to trust and 
transparency. 
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Service Organization and Controls (SOC) are assurance reports which recognize 
a background screening company’s adherence to trust service principles set by the 
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). SOC reports allow clients 
and partners working with service providers like Edge Information to assess the 
company’s quality of security.

An SOC 2 Type II report, more specifically, focuses on evaluating the effectiveness 
of a background screening provider’s internal controls related to their operations and 
compliance. Achieving this certification highlights Edge Information’s operational 
excellence and commitment to taking every possible action to protect their clients’ 
corporate reputation and their vital sensitive data.

Moving forward, the organization will continue to undergo an SOC 2 Type II audit 
and accreditation on an annual basis, demonstrating its dedication to meeting client 
requirements and transparency in its security efforts. “With SOC 2 compliance, our 
business’ internal systems and processes are evaluated, strengthened, and improved. 
We are now more equipped than ever to serve our clients in a secure and compliant 
way in a complex environment of ever-increasing regulation and data security 
requirements. This gives our clients additional confidence in our focus on data security, 
compliance, and privacy.” says Norm Gagnon, Edge’s Vice President of Compliance & 
Operations.

ABOUT A-LIGN

A-LIGN uniquely delivers a single-provider approach as a licensed SOC 1 and SOC 
2 Assessor, accredited ISO 27001, ISO 27701 and ISO 22301 Certification Body, 
HITRUST CSF Assessor firm, accredited FedRAMP 3PAO, candidate CMMC C3PAO, 
and Qualified Security Assessor Company. A-LIGN ASSURANCE is a licensed certified 
public accounting firm registered as Price and Associates CPAs, LLC. A-LIGN may refer 
to the entities of both A-LIGN and A-LIGN ASSURANCE collectively as A-LIGN. For 
more information, visit www.A-LIGN.com. 


